
G22.3033-003 Introdution to Cryptography Otober 11, 2001Leture 6Leturer: Yevgeniy Dodis Sribe: Lexing Ying1 Publi-Key EnryptionLast leture we studied in great detail the notion of pseudorandom generators (PRG), adeterministi funtions that streth randomness by any polynomial amount: from k to p(k)bits. As we already indiated, PRG's have a lot of appliations inluding onstrutionsof both publi- and private-key enryptions, and implementation of \ideal randomness"in essentially any programming language. In this leture we will begin examining theseappliation in more detail by starting with the formal study of publi-key enryption (PKE).As we explained before, the informal senario is this:� Before the Enryption. Alie publishes to the world her publi key PK. Therefore,both Bob and Eve know what PK is. This publi key is only used to enrypt messages,and a separate key SK is used to derypt messages. (This is unlike the Seret-Keysheme where one key S is used to both enrypt and derypt.) Only Alie knows whatSK is, and nobody else, not even Bob.� Enryption. When Bob wishes to send Alie a plaintext messageM via the Internet,Bob enrypts M using Alie's publi key PK to form a iphertext C. (Formally, wesummarize enryption with PK as EPK and say that C = EPK(M).) Bob then sendsC over the Internet to Alie.� Deryption. Upon reeiving C, Alie uses her seret private key SK to derypt C,giving her M , the original plaintext message. (Formally, we summarize deryptionwith SK as DSK and say that DSK(C) = DSK(EPK(M)) =M .)� Eve's Standpoint Unlike the Seret-Key sheme, Eve knows everything Bob knowsand an send the same messages Bob an. And, only Alie an derypt. And, whenBob sends his message, Eve only sees C, and knows PK in advane. But, she has noknowledge of SK. And, if it is hard for Eve to learn about SK or plaintexts basedon iphertexts and PK, then our system is seure.2 Definition of Publi-key EnryptionWe start with the syntax of a publi-key enryptions sheme, and only later talk about itsseurity.De�nition 1 (Publi-key enryption (PKE)) A PKE is a triple of PPT algorithms E =(G;E;D) where: L6-1



1. G is the key-generation algorithm. G(1k) outputs (PK;SK;Mk), where SK is theseret key, PK is the publi-key, and Mk is the message spae assoiated with thePK=SK-pair. Here k is an integer usually alled the seurity parameter, whih de-termines the seurity level we are seeking for (i.e., everybody is polynomial in k andadversary's \advantage" should be negligible in k).2. E is the enryption algorithm. For any m 2 Mk, E outputs  r E(m; PK) | theenryption of m.  is alled the iphertext. We sometimes also write E(m; PK) asEPK(m), or E(m; r; PK) and EPK(m; r), when we want to emphasize the random-ness r used by E.3. D is the deryption algorithm. D(; SK) r! ~m 2 finvalidg[M is alled the deryptedmessage. We also sometimes denote D(; SK) as DSK(), and remark that usuallyD is deterministi.4. We require the orretness property: if everybody behaves as assumed8m 2Mk; ~m = m; that is DSK(EPK(m)) = mExample: RSA. Let us hek that RSA satis�es the above de�nition. Notie, both E andD are deterministi.1. G(1k) orresponds to the following algorithm: (p; q) are random primes of k bits,n = pq; e r Z�'(n); d = e�1 mod '(n); Mk = Z�n. Set PK = (n; e); SK = d.2.  = E(m; (n; e)) = me mod n.3. ~m = D(; (d; n)) = d mod n.More generally, we ould onstrut a PKE from any TDP. Suppose we have a TDP fwith trap-door information tk and algorithm I for inversion. Here is the indued PKE:1. G(1k) r! (f; tk; f0; 1gk), and f is the PK and the trapdoor tk is the SK.2. E(m; PK) = f(m).3. D(m; SK) = I(; tk).Conventions about message spaes Mk. Without loss of generality we will assumethat the message spae Mk an be determined from the publi key PK (so we will notexpliitly output its desiption in G). Also, in many shemes the message spae Mk doesnot depend on the partiular publi key PK and depends only on k, e.g. Mk = f0; 1gand Mk = f0; 1gk . In the latter ases we will sometimes say that E is an enryption fora sequene of message spaes fMkg. Notie, however, that sometimes (i.e., in the RSAexample above), Mk ould depend on the PK.
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Problems. The problem of the above general onstrution is that it does not meet ourrequirement of seurity.� First, it reveals partial information. For example, in the RSA ase, f(m) preservesthe Jaobi symbol of m. Furthermore, if f 0 is a TDP f(a; b) = (a; f 0(b)) is also a TDPhowever it reveals half of the input message.� Seond, our de�nition of TDP is based on the assumption of uniform distribution ofthe input. Here, it orresponds to the uniformity of the distribution on the messagespae. However, in pratie, suh uniformity is rarely satis�ed, and in some interestingases, the message spaes is atually quite sparse, for example, the English text.� Third, when the message spae is sparse (i.e., sell/buy), this method is ompletelyinseure and an be broken by a simple exhaustive searh.� Many more problems exist. For example, the adversary an tell whether the samemessage is being sent twie or not.For ompleteness, we would like to point out the general onstrution does satisfy a veryweak seurity notion.De�nition 2 (One-way seure enryption) A PKE E is alled one-way seure if it ishard to ompletely derypt a random message. Formally, for any PPT APr(A() = m j (SK;PK) r G(1k);m r Mk;  r EPK(m)) � negl(k)Here is a simple lemma diretly from the de�nitions of TDP that showsLemma 3 If Mk = f0; 1gk is the domain of a TDP f , then the PKE indued from f isone-way seure.Conlusions.� Muh stronger de�nition is needed in order not to reveal partial information.� Enryption sheme annot be deterministi in order to solve the problem of non-uniform/sparse message spae.� Even starting with 1-bit enryption, Mk = f0; 1g, is interesting and non-trivial.3 Seure enryption of one bitFrom the previous setion, we disussed the problems with one-way seurity and the straight-forward usage of a TDP. In order to have a stronger de�nition, let us �rst begin from fromtrying to enrypt one bit, i.e. Mk = f0; 1g.One of the onlusions we had is that the enryption sheme must be probabilisti. Foreah bit from Mk = f0; 1g, there is loud of messages in the enrypted message spae Corresponding to that bit. Informally, we want the distribution of these two louds to beL6-3



indistinguishable to the adversary though their supports are totally disjoint (the disjointnessis from the fat that we want to derypt the message without ambiguity). We write it asE(0) � E(1), here E(0) and E(1) are two random variables denoting random enryption of0 and 1 respetively. Notie this is not possible in the Shannon theory, beause there theadversary has in�nite power and the only way for the distribution to be indistinguishable isthat they are exatly the same, whih is not the ase sine the supports of two distributionsare totally di�erent. However, in our ase it is doable beause we assume the adversary isonly PPT. Here is the formal de�nition.De�nition 4 A PKE for Mk = f0; 1g is alled polynomially indistinguishable if E(0) �E(1), meaning that 8 PPT A��� Pr(A(; PK) = 1 j (SK;PK) r G(1k);  r EPK(0)) �Pr(A(; PK) = 1 j (SK;PK) r G(1k);  r EPK(1)) ��� � negl(k)Or equivalently,���� Pr(A(; PK) = b j (SK;PK) r G(1k); b r f0; 1g;  r EPK(b)) � 12 ���� � negl(k)Proof: Let us proof the equivalene laimed in the de�nition. In the following formulae,we omit the (SK;PK) r G(1k) part from the onditions for brevity. For the same reason,we omit PK as the input to A. Set�0 = Pr(A() = 1 j  r EPK(0))�1 = Pr(A() = 1 j  r EPK(1))Correspondingly, Pr(A() = 0 j  r EPK(0)) = 1� �0Pr(A() = 0 j  r EPK(1)) = 1� �1The �rst formula in the de�nition says that j�0 � �1j � negl(k). SinePr(A() = b j b r f0; 1g;  r EPK(b)) = Pr(A() = 0 j  r EPK(0)) � Pr(b = 0) +Pr(A() = 1 j  r EPK(1)) � Pr(b = 1)= 12 � �1 + 12 � (1� �0)= 12 + 12 � (�1 � �1)we get ����Pr(A() = b j b r f0; 1g;  r EPK(b)) � 12 ���� = 12 � j�0 � �1j � 12 � negl(k)Clearly 12 does make a di�erene to negl(k), hene these two formulae are equivalent.L6-4



To restate, we an view the de�nition of indistinguishability as making the followingmental experiment. We hoose a random bit b and enrypt it. We give the adversarythe resulting iphertext (plus the publi key) and ask it to guess b. The sheme is seureif adversary's hanes are essentially 1=2. Namely, the best it an do is to ip a oin(independent of ). Put yet another way, the knowledge of  does not help!Remark 5 We notie that we will meet the above mental experiment very often. Indeed,whenever we say X0 � X1, we an restate the de�nition using the same mental game of Ahaving to guess random b based on the sample from Xb. So make sure you really understandthe game.Example. Suppose f is a TDP with trapdoor information tk and eÆient algorithm I forinversion, and h is a hardore bit for f . Here is the PKE we informally onsidered earlier:1. G(1k) r! (f; tk).2. E(b)! hf(x); h(x) � bi = hy; di. (x is random in f0; 1gk).3. D(hy; di; tk) : x = I(y; tk); b = d� h(x).Here is another, slightly more eÆient suggestion:1. G(1k) r! (f; tk).2. E(b): sample x r f0; 1gk until h(x) = b, then set iphertext y = f(x).3. D(y): reover x r I(y; tk), then derypt ~b = h(x).Notie, E is eÆient, sine sampling the right x will terminate after approximately twotrials, sine h must be balaned between 0 and 1. We analyze these shemes formally later(or in the homework).4 Seure Enryption of Many bitsNow, we will onsider the ase Mk = f0; 1gp(k), where p is some polynomial in k. Thede�nition is an obvious generalization of the \bit" version.De�nition 6 (Polynomial indistinguishability) A PKE E for Mk = f0; 1gp(k) is alledpolynomially indistinguishable (against PK-only attak) if for any m0;m1 2 Mk, we haveE(m0) � E(m1). Formally, 8PPT A���� Pr(A(; PK) = b j (SK;PK) r G(1k); b r f0; 1g;  r EPK(mb))� 12 ���� � negl(k)
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Comments.� The de�nition inludes the situation when m0 and m1 are the same. In this ase, nomatter b = 0 or b = 1, E and A will know nothing about what b is, beause they onlysee the message mb, whih is the same, no matter b = 0 or b = 1.� As will will see this de�nition is extremely robust and prevents a lot of attaks. Forexample, it also exludes the possibility for the adversary to tell whether a message wasbeing sent twie. Informally, if A ould determine this, when given , A an generate0  E(m0), and see if  and 0 orrespond to the same message, thus determining ifb = 0.Blum-Goldwasser onstrution. In the Blum-Goldwasser onstrution, as we men-tioned earlier, we are given a TDP f with trapdoor tk, inversion algorithm I, and a hardorebit h. Reall also that if we let G(x) = G0(x) Æ f (n)(x), where G0(x) = h(x) Æ h(f1(x)) Æ� � � Æ h(f (n�1)(x)), then both G and G0 are PRG's (sorry for reusing G same for both keygeneration and our PRG). We de�ne:1. PK = f and SK = tk.2. E(m): get x r f0; 1gk , send  = (G0(x)�m; f (n)(x)).3. D(): use tk to get f (n�1)(x); : : : ; f(x); x, and use them to alulate G0(x) with hard-ore bit funtion h. After we have G0(x), m is obvious.To hek the orretness of Blum-Goldwasser onstrution, we need to prove that 8m0and m1, E(m0) � (f (n)(x); G0(x)�m0) � (f (n)(x); G0(x)�m1) � E(m1) (1)In order to prove this, we will instead prove a more general lemma.Lemma 7 (One-Time Pad Lemma) Let R denote the uniform distribution. Then forall distributions X;Y (not neessarily independent!), if (X;Y ) � (X;R), then for all m0and m1 we have (X;Y �m0) � (X;Y �m1).Proof: Assume not, then we ould �nd a PPT D suh that for some � non-negligible,Pr(D(x; y �mb) = b j (x; y) r (X;Y ); b r f0; 1g) � 12 + �We now onstrut another PPT D0, whih takes input z and does the following: r f0; 1g0 r D(x; z �m)if  = 0then output 1.else output 0.Intuitively, D0 heks if D suessfully guessed the right hallenge . If z  Y ,Pr(D0(x; z) = 1) = Pr(D(x; z �mb) = b j (x; z) r (X;Y ); b r f0; 1g) � 12 + �L6-6



On the other hand, if z  R, whether we hoose m0 or m1 does not make a di�erene,sine z is totally random, so z �m is random (and independent of ) as well, soPr(D0(x; z) = 1) = Pr(D(R �m) = ) = 12Therefore D0 an distinguish between (X;Y ) and (X;R), whih is ontraditory to (X;Y ) �(X;R).We see that Lemma 7 indeed implies the needed Equation (1). Indeed, onsider X =f (n)(x), Y = G0(x). A tempting inorret argument is to say that sine G0 is a PRG, wehave G0(x) � R0, so (X;Y ) � (f (n)(x); G0(x)) � (f (n)(x); R0) � (X;R0)However, this reasoning is wrong! (To see why, replae f (n)(x) by x, and see what goeswrong.1) We atually have to use a stronger fat thatG(x) = (f (n)(x); G0(x)) is a PRG. Now,we an say that (X;Y ) � (f (n)(x); G0(x)) = G(x) � R. Also, (X;R0) � (f (n)(x); R0) � R.The latter follows from the fat that x is random and f is a permutation. Thus, we getTheorem 8 BG onstrution above de�nes a polynomially indistinguishable enryption.As a speial ase, we also get the seurity of the one-bit version of BG enryption thatwe onsidered in the previous setion.EÆient example: squaring over Blum integers. Reall, the Blum-Blum-Shub on-strution of G0 uses the OWF SQ(x) = x2 mod n. This funtion is a TDP when n = pq withp = 3 mod 4 and q = 3 mod 4. Spei�ally, it an be proved that it is a permutation onSQn, and the trapdoor key is the fatorization (p; q) of n = pq. The assoiated hardore bitis the least signi�ant bit of x. Now we see that this onstrution is quite eÆient, beausein order to enrypt p(k) bits, we only need to do p(k) multipliations mod n.5 General transformation from one bit to many bitBlum-Goldwasser onstrution shows that given a TDP, we ould transfer many bits, byeÆiently generalizing the orresponding original BG sheme to enrypt one bit. However,suppose we have another PKE sheme for one bit whih possibly does not depend on anyTDP. The only thing we know about it is that it is indistinguishable one-bit enryption. Isit possible for us to use this sheme to enrypt many bits without using any other assump-tions on this sheme? A naive answer is to regard eah bit to be a separate message andenrypt it using the PKE sheme for one bit. Formally, let E = (G;E;D) be a polynomialindistinguishable PKE sheme for one bit, we ould de�ne a PKE sheme E 0 = (G0; E0;D0)for Mk = f0; 1gn (n = p(k) for some polynomial p) as follows:1More generally, the fat that A � B does not imply that (A;C) � (B;C). Even though this holds if Cis independent from both A and B (prove this!). L6-7



1. G0(1k) = G(1k) ! (PK;SK), i.e. PK and SK are generated in the same way asbefore G, exept the message spae now is Mk = f0; 1gp(k). Now, given m 2 Mk =f0; 1gn, we denote m as m1m2 � � �mn.2. De�ne E0PK(m1m2 � � �mn) = (EPK(m1); EPK(m2); � � � ; EPK(mn))! 12 � � � n = .3. De�ne ~m = D0SK(12 � � � n) = (DSK(1);DSK(2); � � � ;DSK(n))It turns out that this bit-by-bit enryption indeed works!Theorem 9 If E is polynomially indistinguishable for one bit, then E 0 is polynomial indis-tinguishable for n = p(k) bits.Proof: Take two messages m0 and m1. We �rst onstrut a sequene of intermediatemessages that slowly go from m0 to m1:M0 = m10 m20 : : : mn�10 mn0M1 = m11 m20 : : : mn�10 mn0... ...Mn�1 = m11 m21 : : : mn�11 mn0Mn = m11 m21 : : : mn�11 mn1Notie, M0 = m0 andMn = mn. Also, Mi�1 andMi di�er in at most one bit | bit numberi. We now de�ne a sequene of distributionsCi  E0(Mi) = E(m11) : : : E(mi1)E(mi+10 ) : : : E(mn0 )Using the hybrid argument, in order to prove thatE0(m0) = E0(m10m20 � � �mn0 ) � E0(m11m21 � � �mn1 ) = E0(m1)i.e. C0 � Cn, we only need to show that for any i, we have Ci�1 = E0(xi�1) � E0(xi) = Ci.Graphially,Ci�1 = E(m11) : : : E(mi�11 ) E(mi0) E(mi+10 ) : : : E(mn0 )Ci = E(m11) : : : E(mi�11 ) E(mi1) E(mi+10 ) : : : E(mn0 )So assume that for some i we have E0(Mi�1) 6� E0(Mi). This is only possible when mi0 |the i-th bit ofMi�1, and mi1 | the i-th bit ofMi are di�erent, otherwise Ci�1 and Ci wouldbe exatly the same. Without loss of generality, we denote Mi�1 and Mi as two stringss0 = �0� and s1 = �1�, where � is a string of (i� 1) bits and � is a string of (n� i) bits.Sine E0(s0) 6� E0(s1), then there is a PPT A suh that for some non-negligible � (we omitthe generation of (SK;PK) G(1k) for ompatness)����Pr(~b = b j b r f0; 1g;  r E0PK(sb); ~b r A(; PK))� 12 ���� � �or sine sb = �b�,����Pr(~b = b j b r f0; 1g; ~ r EPK(b); ~b r A(E0PK(�) Æ ~ ÆE0PK(�); PK))� 12 ���� � �L6-8



Now we almost immediately see how to onstrut a PPT A0 whih takes ~, an enryption ofunknown message b 2 f0; 1g, and the publi key PK as input, and tries to guess this b:set  = (E0PK(�) Æ ~ ÆE0PK(�)).output ~b = A(; PK).It is now lear that the advantage of A0 is at least �. Here we used the fat that A0 anompute E0(�) and E0(�) without any knowledge of b, by simply using the publi key PK.Thus, we ontradit the fat that E is polynomially indistinguishable for bits.To reap the whole proof, we used the fat that if one an distinguish between enryp-tions of two long messages enrypted bit-by-bit, there must be some partiular index i thatgives the adversary this advantage, but this ontradits the bit seurity of our base enryp-tion sheme. Also, notie that we loose a polynomial fator p(k) = n in seurity by usingthe hybrid argument, but this is OK sine n is polynomial.Remark 10 We notie that the above one-bit to many-bit result is false for private-keyenryption (whih we did not over formally yet). For example, onsider the one-time padwith seret bit s and Es(b) = b � s. We know it is perfetly seure. However, if we are toenrypt two bits using s, 1 = b1 � s and 2 = b2 � s, then 1 � 2 = b1 � b2, so we leakinformation. The key feauture of the publi-key enryption that makes the result true isthe fat that anyone an enrypt using the publi key, whih is false in the private-key ase(hek that this is the plae where the proof fails).
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